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ABSTRACT

A new device configuration (called the inverted emitter-follower

node) is proposed in this thesis which gives renarkable reduction in

saturation charge stored in bipolar transistors. Switching speed, loading

capability, reliability, and stability are not affected by operating the

transistor in this mode. Moreover, the active tur.n-on time is improved.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The irnportance of controlling saturation-charge storage in

switching transistors is well recognized. The storage delay is caused by

excess charge accumulation in the base and the collector regions of a saturated

bipolar transistor. This saturation charge is related to the excess base

current. Several circuit techniques have been developed either to elininate

this excess base current.and thus, reduce saturation charge to zero, or to

linit it below a known and controllable value. The use of linited-saturation

devices and additional components in logic gates is more corunon to inprove

the switching speed [C.1]. But, reliability, cost, and loading capability are

affected by these techniques. The saturation characteristics of a switching

transistor c¿m also be irnproved by using fabrication techniques. The gold

doping is used to reduce the rninority-carrier life tine. But the technique

lowers switching speed, current gain, and causes high leakage current. Heavily

doped buried layers and collector contact inprove the saturation characteristic.

Moreover, capacitances increase as the aràa increases.

îhe proposed new circuit technique is a saturation charge control

nethod. This technique does not need eitheÌ' extra fabrication techniques or

any other additional conponents, nor are cost, reliability, and loading

capability affected. Moreover, it reduces the saturation charge storage

and irnproves the switching speed.

The physical model of a switching transistor is discussed in Chapter

II. This physical nodel is similar to that proposed by BEALE and SLATTER

[8.2]. Minority-carrier charge distribution, switching tines and modes

among other basic concepts are introduced in this chapter. Efforts are nade in

the::next two chapters to deal with large-signal analysis of a graded base



transistor in the current saturation region and measuring techniques to

deternine saturation charge and excess storage time constant. Experirnental

results and discussion are the nain thene in the fifth 
"htptut. 

Mathenatical

proofs followed by discussions are introduced at each stage. The saturation

charge, excess storage ti¡ne constant, and speed in the inverted emitter-

follower (IEF) ¡node are analysed in detail . Finally, the results and

advantages of IEF mode are concluded in Chapter VI.



CHAPTER II

THE BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR AS A SWITCHING DEVICE

An ideal switching device has no pohrer loss during switching

operation and can change its state, saI fro¡n the on to the off condition,

in zero tine. This sinple definition requires that in the closed position

the switch nust have no voltage drop across its terninals. {n the open

position, the switch nust suppress all current flow through the load.

Finally, no tine delay must exist between one switch setting and the other.

2.I Static and Dynamic_,Properties :

A bipolar transistor switch is shown in Fig. 2,2a. Transistor

limitation with respect to a perfect sr4ritch can easily be deternined frorn

the dc output characteristics in Fig. 2.1 and the waveform shown in Fig.2.2b.

It is evident fron Fig. 2.I that when the base current is zero, a snal1

arnor¡rt of collector current still flows in the circuit. This is called the

collector leakage current and prevents ful1 cut-off of load current. Sinilarly,

the collector-emitter voltage is neveï zero in the on position of the switch.

However, an application of reverse bias on the collector-base junction reduces

the collector leakage current to its md.nirnum value. hd, secondly, advanced

fabrication techniques give a very small collector-emitter voltage (called

collector saturation voltage) .

There are thro situations in which an electronic device nay have a

zero pohrer input requirenent, yet still require a finite control signal. If

the input impedance is infinite, a voltage is required for control. If the

input irnpedance is zero, a current is required for control. In each case,

no input power is required. A bipolar transistor has very low input

inpedance and is controlled by an input current signal. The input power

requirenents thereforg are very srnal1.
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rn general, the dc characteristics of a bipolar transistor switch are 
':';''';

very close to the ideal ¡nodel, and it is possible to sinulate the off and on

conditions of a perfect switch"even though it can never be realized as a

perfect switch due to its dynanic limitations. These transient limitations

are illustrated in Fig. 2.2b. This Figure presents the physical events which ,,,,,, :

occur when a transistor is switched from off to on and then to off again.

As illustrated by the waveform, the ou;tput collector curent pulse

is far fro¡n being an exact replica of the input current pulse. At time to, :,, . 
.

a negative voltage pulse of sufficient anplitude is applied at the input and
: .:'..,1.:-.. .

a base current I' starts to florrr irnmediately. But it is to be observed that t:: '

collector cr¡rrent does not begin to increase until tine tl. The interval

between to and t, is called delay tine (tU) and is defined as the tine

requiredtobringthetransistorfromtheinitia1offconditiontotheedge

of conduction. At tine t' the operating point of the transistor is at

the beginning of the active region and the collector current starts to

increase toward its saturation value. However, it takes a tine to reach

its maxinum value. This time interval is shown from t, to tro and is defined

as the rise time (tt) or the col'lector current ' The surne (tu + t") is called 
,:,.r,,r...tum-on tirne, torr. .

At time t* the operating point enters the current saturation region ,.,.',-,.1

and the transistor will re¡nain in this state as long as the input signal is

maintained. At time t' the base current is reduced instantaneously to a value

that effects cut-off of the device. It is observed that the collector current ,', :

does not respond until tine tO. The ti¡ne interval between t, and tO is referred

to as the storage tine (ts). Finally, at time tO, the transistor cones out of

saturation and the collector current fa1ls to its off value at tr. The

interval of tine between tO and t, is defined as the fall tine (tf). The sun
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(ts + tf) is called turn-off time, toff.

The delays in the output response are attributed to inherent

properties of the bipolar transistor. These delays affect the switching speed

of the device. This thesis is rnostly concerned with the delay caused by

storage ti¡ne. The storage-tine delay is contributed due to the excess

ninority-carrier charge storage and is a big f.initing factor for high-speed

switching operations. A new technique is proposed which gives reduced rninority-

carrier storage in the current saturation region.

2.2 Switching Modes

The bipolar transistor switching circuits generally fal1 into three

basíc categories, depending on their operating mode. These are broadly

classified as saturated mode, current rnode, and avalanche mode, and are

determined by the portion of the transistor output characteristics utilized.
Fig. 2.3 illustrates these operating regions.

T?re avalanche node is seldom used due to operational difficulty

in this negative resistance region and current mode never duplicates the

perfect switch. In all current-mode circuits, transistor saturation is

avoided by linúting the enitter current to a value that is less than the

no:mal collector current lirniting condition represented by vcc/Rr. when

designed for a specific 1oad, excessive variations in load conditions could

result in iurproper pe:cformârne. If the load is too heavy, the available output

voltage night be insufficient to assure proper turn-on of the succeedlng

stage, while if iÊ. is too light, it would be possible to enter the saturation

region. Thus, the fixed load condition and complicated circuitry have linited

the use of current mode switches in the logic circuits although they.givs-a.

high svritching speed.
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The saturated node is the only one which has enjoyed widespread

popularity. It most nearly duplicate the function of an ideal switch. In

the off condition, current through the switch is negligible. rn the on

condition, the transistor is driven into saturation and exhibits a virtual

short circuit between enitter and collector terminals. It is capable

of switching large amount of power with litt1e device dissipation, i.e.

it can withstand large voltages during the off condition and large cuïrents

during the on condition. It requires few parts and results in sinple

circuitry. However, because the transistor is driven into satuïation, its

switching speed is linited by minority-carrier storage delay tine. Several

techniques have been listed in the first chapter which reduce the minority-

carrier charge storage. In each case, the aim is to oveïcone the storage

tine delay.

The rnost useful configuration for using a bipolar transistor in the

saturated mode is the common-emitter configuration. The transistor has

very large curïent and voltage gains ri.n this configuration. It may be

switched on with very little base drive and has negligible ïeverse saturation

current. Fan-in and fan-out capabilities are large. Fina1ly, the transistor

can respond to driving signals instantaneously because it has a higher gain-

bandwidth product in this configuration. The following switching nodes can

be realiaed in the same configuration:

(a) Nor¡nal mode,

(b) Emitter-follower node,

(c) Inverted node, and

(d) Inverted enitter-follower mode.

The circuit diagrams for these various switching nodes are shown

in Fig. 2,4.

The inverted emitter-folLower node is a new switching node,
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discovered by the author. It has a significant reduced charge storage

and high switching speed.

2,3 Minority-Carrier Charge Distribtions

The operating range for a saturatèd bipolar transistor switch is

illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Anderson [4.1] devided this large-signal operating

range into three regions which are as follows:

REGri0N r: (collector current cut-off) : Both the enitter

and collector junctions are reverse biased. It

is known as the off region.

REGTON rr: (Active) : E¡nitter junction is fonvard biased

and collector jr.:nction is reverse biased.

REGION III: (Collector current saturation or satuïation) ;

Both the enitter and colrector junctions are fonvard

biased.

rt has been explained,.that storage tine delay is caused by minority-

carrier charge storage. Because this thesis is mainly concerned with

the charge storage, the ninority-carrier distribution in all the above

operating regions are explained in detail. It is convenient to explain

the dynamic behaviour of a bipolar transistor in terns of the charge

distributions. As most of the modern switching transistors have graded-

base structures, the charge distributions are considered only for this type

of transistors. The charge dis€ributions for other types of transistors can

be found in the literature [B.a].

CUT-OFF REGION: The ninority-carrier density in this regions is very nearly

zero at both the ernitter and collector junctions. Fig. 2.5b shows the charge

distributions of a PNP transistor in the off s:tate. It is assu¡ned here that
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reverse saturation currents are zero for both junctions. If there is

any reverse saturation (cut-off) current, a ninority carrier gradient is

maintained near the collector iunction. This situation is shown in

Fie.2.5c.

ACTIVE REGION: Once the current starts to flow fron emitter to collector,

the ninority-carrier injection takes place fron emitter junction and a

charge gradient is established in the base region. The current flow is

directly proportional to this gradient. The charge constituted by rninority

carriers in the base region determines the internal dynaníc behaviour of

the transistor. If there is no recorbination in the base region and the

enitter injection efficiency is unity, a lossless injection of charge

into the base will cause a continuous current flow fron emitter to

collector until the charge is removed. In practice, recombination occurs

in the base region, and a base current is necessary to naintain the level

of the base charge. All the terminal currents can be explained in terns

of this base charge.

If the transistor is turned on into a short circuit load (constant

collector voltage),the charge distributions shown in Fig. 2.6a are set-up.

This charge stored in the base region (Qg) gives rise to a collector current

IC, and a base current IB. The amount of charge QB depends upon the

type of disAribution and the base width. The most useful rONr state for

a bipolar transistor in switching applications is when the transistor.is

just bottomed. In this casetlecollector-base junction voltage (VCU) is zero.

The naximum amormt of charge in the base is denoted by Qg¡,' and the base

current to naintain it by lglr4. The collector current reaches its sat-

uration value and is written as ICS.

If a finite load resistance is connected to the collector

terminal and the collector voltage drops during turn-on from VaU(off) to
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VCE¡sat,, some extra charge is required to charge the collector depletion

Iayer capacitance. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.6b.. It ís

evident that the base charge with the finite collector load resistance is

larger than that without load to maintain the same collectorc current.

CURRENT SATURATION REGION: If the value of base current Ig is increased

beyond IBM, the collector jrurction becornes fonrard biased and the traRsistor

presents averr/ low inpedance between the collector and emitter terminals.

Consequently, the voltage across these terminals becomes very snall. The

collector saturation current is controlled by 'the-extemal circuit and is

essentially VCC/L, where Vaa is the collectoï supply voltage and Rl

is the load resistance

As both junctions are forward biased in the current saturation

region, minority-carrier injection into the base region takes place fron

both jrmctions. For any excess base current beyond IBM, an excess

charge Q* is stored in the base and the collector regions. These excess

charge components are shown in F.ig. 2.7','. It is absolutely difficult to

separate these thlo excess charge conponents by experinental nethods. The

charge stored in the collector region can only be calculated theoretically,

by knowing boundary conditions, transistor ,':material parameters, and the

geometly of the transistor [B.2].
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CHAPTER III

LARGE-SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF SATURATION-CHARGE STORAGE

An appropriate way of studying transistor action in the cuuent

saturation region is by analysis of the physical model in this region.

Basically a transistor consists of one rectifyi.ng P-N junction (enitter

junction) separated from a second rectifying N-P junction (collector

junctíon) by a thin semiconductor layer (base region). The thickness

of the base region is nuch snaller than the minority-carrier diffusion

length in it. In the active ¡node the enitter junction is forward biased

and the collector junction is reversed biased. Because the thickness of the

base region is much s¡naller than the ninority-camier diffusion length in

the base, the ninority carriers injected into it by the fon¡rard biased

enitter junction are collected at the reverse biased collector junction

almost without any loss in the base region.. The transport of ninority-

carriers across the base region involves both diffusion and drift. In

modern bipolar switching transistors the ninority-camier transport across

the base region is due to diffusion and drift in a built-in electric field.

Fig. 5.1 is an ideal cross-section of a P-N-P e:içitaxial diffused

bipolar transistor. As most of the nodern transistors are dríft transistors,

a detaiLed large-signal analysis is given only for this type of the transistors.

3.L Basic Assunptions

Of the rnany assumptions made by previous workers only the most relevant

assumptions are listed.

(i) The resistivities of the seniconductor regions are low [E.2].
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Eig. 3.1 - Cross-section of an epitaxial PNP transistor.
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(ii) The ninority-carrier injection densities are low enough 1¡ ÇgrÞ-

4rison with the doping levels of the seniconductor regions.

Assunptions (i) and (ii) insure that there are no voltage drops

within the seniconductor other than those across the junctions and that

the emitter efficiency is not a function of the enitter current. This

assumption is not always true because the collector regions of all nodern

bipolar transistors have finite resistivity.

(iii) The base regions is graded with the highest doping 1evel

near the emitter-base junction. Fig. 3.2 [H.2] shows the graded base region

and the physical origin of a built-in electric field.

(iv) The base is much nore heavily doped than the collector region

which is assumed honogeneous with an acceptor concentration (Nn). This

asswption is quite different than that nade by Eberrs and Moll. These authors

presented a theory of a saturated transistor in which the collector region

is nuch, more heavily doped than the base region.

(v) The collector region is wide enough for the whole--collector-

base voltage (Vag) to be dropped across it without producing any significant

heating of the holes. Assuming that hole rnobility is unaffected even for

high fields (2000 V/c¡n), it implies that collector region has an effective

width W(inp) ,SVce. Van der ZieL and Agourdis [V.1] suggested a different

condition which is approxirnately that l4r(inu) = Ua, and there is a p-region

beü,r¡eentheheavily doped base region and p+ collector region. This p:region

is quite narrovi.

(vi) Even in saturation, there is a collector space-charge layer

at the collector-base junction. Kirkts [K.1] assunptions çthat in saturation

a boundary layer associated ürith the collector-base junction nigrates towards

the collector contact, the potential on the base side of the boundary ís close

to the base potential, the boundary repressnfs the collector edge of the
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effective base region and the transistor simply behaves as though the

width had been corïespondingly increased), are incorrect.

(vii) Space-charge layer widening effects can not be neglected.

Although the voltage drop across collector-space charge layer is small,

its effect on carrier concentration is generally very ,trarge owing to

thèir exponential dependence on voltage.

(viii) Saturation occurs as a result of the collector-base

junction beconing fonvard biased. The voltage across the junction is then

snall enough for carrier heating in the space-charge layer to be negligible

, so the carrier densities on either side of the space charge layer are

related by the nornal Boltznan equation. Owing to assumption (iv), the

electron density on the collector side of the layer n(o) is much greateï

than the hole density on the base side, which is practically unaffected by

saturation:

n(o) = ro "*p 
(qVC,B,/kT) (3.1)

where n^ is the equilibriurn electron density in the collector region.

(ix) The transit time of holes across the base region is unaffected

by saturation. Thus, the saturated transistor characteristics are determined

by the extra ninority-carrier concentration in the base and collector regions.

It ¡nust be renembered here that the nost heavily doped region of the transistor

is the e¡nitter and there is no ninority-carrier concentration on the enitter

sidel of the enitter-space charge layer.

(x) Almost conplete charge neutraLity' exists in the colLector

region where the hole concentration is

(3.2)

(xi) The steady state electron current in the collector

region is negligible. This implies that the ninority-carrier (electron) life.tine
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T_ is sufficiently large and that no electrons enter the collector from the
n

p* contact. In other words, the electron cuïïent in the collector region

is negligibte in conparison with the hole current [8.2].

(xii) The geonetry is one di¡nensional. This assunption seems

inconsistent with assunption which states that the collector region is thick

enough. In rnost of the transistors the e¡nitter area is snallest and there

is a pronounced lateral spreading of the current in the collector, so that

a one-dimensional analysis appears over simplified. If the base current

is not greatly exceeding the saturation value, the region of stored charge

in the collector is shallohr conpared with tlre lateral dinensions of the

enitter. The renainder of the collector acts as a series resistance.

(xiii) As long as the transistor operating point is in the

current saturation region, the transistor inpedances aïe so low that it is

most convenient to consider that currents as independent variables. In

addition, the operation is nearly linear with respect to currents, but

is very non-linear with respect to voltage.

3.2 SaturationlChargg Storage. and Excess Storage Iine Constant

Once the transistor is fully turned on, it re¡nains in saturation

because the driving base cunent lg.l. is greater than the amount necessary

to establish the collector current Ia, that is IBI t IC/hfE. in saturation

as shown in Fig. 2.7. In the base region, the total stored charge in

saturation is denoted by QUr. Sone,,of ,.lthe.minority charge is stored in the

high-resistivity collector region and nay be a significant portion of

the total excess saturation charge. The saturation charge stored in the

coLlector region is denote¿ by QC. There is no charge storage in the low
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resistivity enitter region. Thus, the tota1 stored charge is QgS * QC.

If Q¡U is the anount of base charge requiredr'to bring the transistor

to the edge of the saturation region, then the excess stored charge

is

Qx=Qgs*Qc-Qst,I

The shaded portion of the Fig. 2.7 shows this excess charge QX.

Thus, the storage tine t, is the tine required to reduce the

excess charge to zero. It happens when the collector fonr¡ard potential

is reduced to zero and starts to reverse polarity. The storage interval

begins when the base current IBI is reversed to a turn-off value ISZ.

This situation is shown in Fig. 2,2b since the excess base current nay

be defined [8.4] as

rBX=Ïst-rgl*,1

and the excess storage tirne constant as

dQ. Q-_^^.=-=--x dlg IgX

(3.3)

(3. 4)

(3.s)

(3. 6)

The large-signal switching behavior of a transistor in the

current saturation region is characterized by this excess storage tine

constant T--. In aid to the analysis of the transistor, Moll's [M. ]x

concept is utilized, that is, the base charge is nade up of thro conponents,

QBS=Qesp*QgsR

The first term on the righthand side corresponds to a fo:nvard emitter-to-

collector current Io and is the forward component of the total charge; the
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second ter¡n is a reverse conponent of the total charge and is due to

collector-to-emitter currena IR. Substituting the value'of QgS into eQi-r.

(3.Ð, and finally into equ.(3.5),the excess storage time constant beco¡nes

QssF*QssR*Qc-QsI,r
x rgx

(3.7)

3.3 Saturation Charge Storage in the_Base Region:

Transport of the ninority-carriers across the base region in

the absence of reconbination can be described (for a PNP graded base transistor).

by the relation

rp(x) = qA [pnep(x) - De P] (3.s)

Here, the constant buílt-in electric field e [H.2 pp. 1431 is positive since

the holes are accelerated in the positive x-direction. The diffusion gradient

of holes is directed to the right from emitter to collector, giving

a diffusion current which enhances the drift current. The first-order linear

differential equation nay be written in terms of p(x)¡

u^ rdq(ù - .g prx) = +{ù (s.e)dx D qAD^p'Y

Einsteinrs' relation states tþat

n"p KT ,, (3.10)=_ =vTupqr

lhislinear differential equation can be written after integration as'

p(x) = t"æ (fir1, ræ "*n c- Ër] + cl (3.11)
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Here x=0 at the emitter junction and x=w at the collector junction.

The total base charge is deconposed into ttt¡o active region charge

co¡nponents [M.4] l1,zl a fo:ruard active charge conponent Q* and a reverse

active component QZS. This decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
:

''"."-. l{riting p(x) = pr(x) for QfS and p(x) = pr(x) for Qr* the equ.(9.11)

is solved for these two ninofity-carrier densities at any distance x along

the base. In the fonvard active case, the coLlector is assumed revelse biased and

,,'..:. ttre emitt-er forr¡ard biase.d. . . Solving for pr(x), the boundary

,,,,.,,, conditions are nr(o) = p(e) and pr(w) = Q. It gives,

rP' (*)
f,=-

qAilpe 'T

Now, I , , = I, (w) = constant. Equation (,3. 11) becomes,' pl(xJ

L, (w)

n1(x) = dç; [1 - exp ,Ë.,, ' (5.13)

The normalized base-field-factor m is defined as

hre to
m= E ={ G.L4)

where t.. = * is the tine required for a hole to drift the .i.distance hrw ^Ue¿D
and t¿ = fu- is the delay tine required for a hole to diffuse a distance

p
hr. Equ. (5.13) has the final forn,

rr(w) y
n1(x) = dõ:* [1 - exp (f - t¡n1 (3.1s)

p

The excess hole density at the:enitter:si-de (x=0) .of the base is

rr(o) = pl(e) = 
tl:t 

[1 - exp (-n)] (s.16)
'p
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Here n1(e) designates the hole density at. the emitter side of the base

for the case of pure drift transport of holes across the base region.

There will be a marked difference in the base charge distribution

in rthe reverse active case ( when collector is forr,lard biased and

emitter is reverse biased). This reverse active charge distribution is shown

in E-g. 3.3. The excess hole density is calculated with the help of boundary

conditiont pZ(o) = Q ur¿ p2(w) = pZ|. D), where pZ||-) is the excess hole

density at x = w due to diffusion only. n2(x) is calculated from equ. (3.11)as

r"(w)
n-rxl = + texp (ff)- rl G.Lz)rZ\--, g_p

where the.,sign,of the equation has been reversed to take care of the

reverse operation and give the proper limit. The excess hole density On

the collector side of the base is to be

r, (w)
p2(D) = ;fr-* [exp (n) - 1] .

. pr'' (3.18)

The total excess hole densi+-y at any point al,ong the base is

p(x)=pr(x)+pr(x)

r1(t4l) r{ ,x= ft-l- [1 - exp (; - t¡m1
'p

. lçS* t"*p (#)-rl . (s.le)9*n

The total stored charge in the base region during current saturation is

calculated by integrating p(x) over the width of the base region:

I

= qA I p(x) dx

o

Qss



= oo f[l - exp cf -rl*r 
tll"], 

dx +

) " r""p'

r-(w)
t"*p (#) -11 

oAoâp, 
dx

w

QBS = th [r1(r,r) - r2(h')f = *Z [r1(ür) (r-"-n)
Pp

28"

I

= u+ | rrc'l {r-exp(# -tlm} dx +pJ
o

h¡

f
I rr(w) {exp (þm -r} ax

J
o

- Ir(w) (r-"*)l t3.20),.

The above total charge can also be calculated in tems of teuninal currents

11(I4¡) and lr(w) in saturation,:,which are related to the terminal currents as
follows:

In = I, (w) - o, I, (w)

(3.2L)
-Ic = oa(w) - Izút)
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The direction of collector current flow is taken into the collector terminal.

and-is shown in,F.ig,.3,,5. Expressing the saturation base,gh.arge QgS in 
-.

terns of IU, IC

QBS =
fl+o-)I- - l1-a-lI^14t-Y'E-I-UWqF'-.-* -;7

Ir]

rE * olrc 11 ^-\ 
rc * ople 11 .m. (s.zz) : ,

t-",o, tr-e )- t-",oalr-e) ':

:

where I- and I- are the emltter and collector currents in saturation,tsL

respectively.

. The maximum charge stored in the base region at the edge of

I saturation depends - : only on the current injected fron the enitter junction. i

If this enitted current is l¡l'l and the hole densíty at the base siCe

of the enitter junction due to this current is p(e), then

QsM

t4I

t= sA J n{x) dx

o

r-,, I
= qA *ltr Jtt-"*P(#-l)mldx

*rEM Fa I= ñ-lñ'- r r- ñ. (r-e-t) l
p

The excess saturation base charge QrX which must be renoved before the

transistor can cone out of saturation is

(3.23)

j'.t'.:t.-t

ìi:ti.:-
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QBX=Qss-QsM

(r-5)ru - Er-ctr)Ic - r"r(t-%-1r)
w

Dn
p 1-%"i

I"+cl, IC! ¡ 
(t-e-m)

L - oncx,,

rc*oFrE

- -- (t-"t)
I - o'cl,,

(3.24)
D*2
p

Thusrthe excess saturation base charge can be calculated in terms of active

region transistor parameters, and of course, knowing the value of base-field-

factor m.

5.4 Saturation CErge Storage in-the Collector Region:.

Several authors have recently reported on the static collector

saturation voltage and ninority carrier storage phenonenon in lightly

doped collector regions [8.2; C.3; P.1]. However, the analy-sis given here is

based on Beale and Slatterts work. A one-dinenSional analysis which. defines

the ninority carrier storage phenomenon in lightly doped collector -region of

a graded-base transistor in terrns 'of terminal currents'and device paraneters

is given in- this section.

As the doping density on the base side of the collector junction is

rnuch .higher than on the collector side and the collector contact is an ohnic

contact, the doping profile and net rninority-carrier density distribution in

the saturated collector region is assuned as in Fig. 3.4a. The analysis

proceeds frorn the two transport equations and the requirenent that the total

current be continuous:

J =qUaP-qDp .p^ 'p
g!.
dx

(3.2s)
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JN = eu*en * qD,u * (3.26)

J=Jn+J*

Assurning charge neutrality in the collector region and no electron

fron -the- p+ collector contact' the total najority carrier C.ensity in the

collector region l.s p=n+NO and J* = g. . Equations (3.23)and(3.24) give:

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.?sb)

29.Dp 
r- ,.--\ - / ^\ NA 1- .n (x) ., (g. so)x= f Ln(xJ-n(oJ *T tt (ftij

p

Equation(S.SO)gives the relation between x and n in terms of collector

current density tn and electron concentration at the edge of the collector;

It remains to find n(o) in terms of the applied terninal currents and voltages.

This can be done by using assumption Jn, * 0 which allows n(x) to be related
l\

, =b I gt
UN n crx

ldne = uTñ æ

.:.::

= u, * c#*l

because NR is constant and hence l# = t*l .

Now, N ^ r-
rp=-2qDp(1 .#l# (3.2ea)

- 2qDp(1 .h, *
By integrating equ. (3,29-Þ)
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to voltage by Boltznann equation. It is convenient to assume x = Wa in

equ. 6.30)(wher" WC is the effective width of the collector region) since

- the voltage át this point (V=V") is known. Thus fron equ. (3.26)

Ic\/ -v =-ledx'c8.1 'C'B' 
I 

--

o

(3.31)

'pr* 
= -q upNA vca,'/ll¡" (3.33)

Thus fron equ. ß.sZ)

33.

W^fu
= -vrl *

o

- rlV^'rv, .0n (ù)* )

Ffon equ. (3.30) and assuming that n0tlC) + 0, it follows

qD ^ (o) (V6g 
'-Vç ' 

n ')6'^=|-P-?¿* - ''Þ'- I NR"c J-- ' NA Vtpr\r

= + t+Ð * 
(vca' -vc'e''), Nn G.sz)-p "A Vt

where Bt and; Cr denote the internal base and collector contacts respectively.

Thè hole current coryònent in' the collector région, whên" Va,rg,r I0 and

n(o) + 0, is

g(o)
NR = ü [u.r,, c$ - tl * v6,s,J

Equation (2.1) can be substituted for VC.,B, to find out the n(o)/NO in

terrns of measurable quantities. However, in saturation, Va,B, 'l iitrlr:-ftì

is qpproximatel.y .equal to..-0.,p!.for a typical.si-1icon tra-nsiqtgt:. ,,r,.,,

(3.34a)



(3.34b)

(3.5sa)

34,

þis gives a sinplified

in the saturati-on.

Qc

Putting the value of n(x)

form of equation

Ju r P - rl, \Tþu^ p5

(3.34), which is useful

n(.o) 
=N.

A

1t= q
where

(VCS' - Vç'g')

and

J-o -= J-.*/(VCBr - VC,B,)/VCg,pù . pù - r,o' u':D'-' uÞ'

Equations (3.30) andß,34)can be used to find the electron distribution as a

function of distance in the collectoï region. In actual calculation, it is

seen that the electron charge in the collector is concentrated near the

collector-base junction and can be so large that the resistivity of the collector

is heavily nodulated in this region [8.2]. The charge is kept close to the

collector junction by the field produced by the hole current flowing through

the collector. The charge spreads acïoss the region as the hole current

increases.

The total saturation charge stored in the collector region (Q") is

calculated as follows:

Q.=

Wfc
= qA f "(*) dx

I

o

from equ. ß.29b)
W

. f c
9å I "r n(x) dxuoJP
')

o tt(o)
I

+ [ zq n- ,,ç*¡
"p)'

o

N.
A

; ClIlp¿
rt(o)

F t'oopt
o

dn+
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?)q-A-D_ -
Qc = # [n(o)' - *o n(o)] (s.ssb)

p

where A is the emitter area. Ëqu. (s.s5b) in conjwrction with equ. (J.s4a)

gives the charge stored as a function of current and voltage. rn the

deep saturation, n(o) rt NA, and

r_w2 r ^ z
Q.=E tl -$.l- 4Do 

Lr - Ï- I (3'36) '

Equation (3.36)can be used to determine the saturation charge stored in
the collector region.
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3.5 Saturation in the Case of Inveited Emitter-Follower ¡node:

In the inverted emitter-follower node, current is enitted frorn the

collector and coll.ected at the reverse biased emitter junction. The emitter

is growrded and the load resistance is connected to the collector terninal.

During saturation, the transistor presents a virtual short circuit between the

collector and enitter terminals. The total resistance in the collector circuit
(resistance of low-resistivity collector region and load resistance) is much

larger than the forward resistance of the enitter loop. Consequenrtl)¿, all
excess base current flows across the emitter junction. The excess saturation

charge stored in the base region is injected fron the enitter and there-i,-s no

saturation charge injection fron the collector side. The above facts have

been proved experirnentally. As the rgx is increased,,'cument across

the emitter jr:nction is reduced first. hhen IBX = fr(w), the cunent

acïoss the emitter junction is zero. If I¡x r I1(w), meter indicates

current flow in the reverse direction.

The saturation charge storage and current condítions for the IEF

node in saturation, are shown in Fig. 3.5. The theoretical claculations of

saturation chargerequire the,knowledge. of the current conditions across

the junction and the physical paraneteïs such as doping levels of all three

regions of the transistor. Once these parameters with other,boundary conditions

are known, the analysis could be given in sane hray as in section 3.3. The

conplete analysis of the IEF ¡node in saturation requires controlled fabrication

and knowlege of all material pararneters. At present, no such facilities êre

available in our laboratories.
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNIQUES OF MEASURING SATURATION CHARGE ATID EXCESS STORAGE TIIvfE CONSTAÀIT

There are numerous experinental procedures to neasure saturation

charge anrd saturation time constant. These are suûnatized well by Nanavati

IN.4] whose conclusions seem::supported by other workers in the field. A

few are described in this chapter and considerable attention has been given

to include only those which either give ys¿sonabLe accuracy in neasurements

or are othe:nvise irn:ortant.

4.I Sma11-Signa! Metho9:

On the basis of one-dinensional analysis o'f the two-diode model

of a transistor i¡ the sat-uratien re.gion', Mol1 : [M.4] has foundi d:-r,.]".'

'r*'Frx = S-(Tõ'a/

where o, and uJF are the alpha cut-off frequencies of transistor in reverse

and forward nodes respectively; cl, and oF are reverse and fonvard conmon

base current gains.t* is th'eexcess saturation charge storage time constant.

Equati.on (4.la)can be written as

, = 
tt..-* tt (4. lb)

-x I - oror,,

.11where T, = ñ- and ïr = ñ- .,*F^*I

Beaufoy and Sparkes [8.4], using a slightly different apploach found

(4.La)

L.22 (ror+ortrtr)

'*=qqcqry
- TF*oFTr,

= L,Z2 (r#
r -Lr,F r I

(4.2)
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A similar but more accurate formula was proposed later.

Hence, prediction of saturation charge storage tirne constant requires the

measurement of four snal1-signal active region parameters. Two different

test circuits to neasure active region response tirne constant. 'E are given

in Fig. 4'ila and 4.lb. All the test procedures that measure r, only the

quantity Qo¡¡ (charge required to turn-offthe transistor) is neasured. In

the test circuit of Fig. 4.L2 [G.1] a negative going pulse of sufficient

amplitude is applied at the input base terrninal. The transistor is switched

on and brought at the edge of saturation (IgX = 0), but does not enter into

saturation region. The stored charge is extracted by capacitance C after

the pulse termination. The amount of charge extracted is

.tF * oror
T=r€oF-x '1-cro,

Qoff=C'ÀV=tla+Qy

Qofr C(^V2-AV1)
-==-' arc arc

(4.3)

(4;4)

where AV = (V1-V2) is the voltage change across capacitance C, and QV

is the charge stored in the depletion layer. It is assuned that QV .. ICt

and does not change appreciable for different values of collector voltage

swing, provided the condition VCB = 0 exists. For such a condition

Qoff ='rIat+Qy= 
^VIXC

Qoff ='rlar+Qy= AV2XC

and thus
(Qorrz - Qorfr) = (rcz - rar) t

(4.s)
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In the test circuit of fig. 4.1b, first RS is adjusted rxrtil,

during the on-stroke, the transistor is just bottorned (VCg = 0). This

condition is achieved when t, = 0 for output current pulse. When CU has

been adjusted to yield step coLlector response

Qo-f-fr = av cr]. = tta, * Qu

For another setting of the collector current tar, *, is adjusted again

until transistor is bottoned, and for step:response" '-1'

a1tt, = ou tr, = tr| * Qv

(4 .6a)

(4.6b)

(4.6 c)

Hence,

and

(Qort, - Qotfr) - u (cnz - aur, = (tar_ tar)

r = 
o-u (tt, - tunl

arc

where AV is approximately equal to input pulse arnplitude, while a more

,ì accurate value of 
^V 

is the voltage swing across CB. The waveforms

, observed during adjustrnent of Cg for a normal transistor are shown in

Fig. 4.lc. By normal,.tr4rrsistor is meant a Çdb/octavq.current.:gain3, .

variations,with f¡eq.ugnçy, Sparkes,.[S-;5] has described

this cut-off frequency dependence of alpha. A graph drawn for Qoff vs.
I collector current gives a straight Line. The slope of this line is the

tine constant T.

Ihus, the active region tine constant T is measured both in the

forward and reverse modes. In the 'reverse mode,thé.col1ector acts -as,-'a e¡nitter and

I the enitter as a collector. The corunon-base current gain alpha (cl,) is
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measured with the standard circuits described in nost of the electronic

text books. The steady-state short circuit output values of alpha are

measured for different current conditions, in both reverse and forrvard modes.

Putting the values of the four parameters rF, ry o, *d or in equ. (4.s.),

ghe value of .* nay be calculated.
'The above nethod of measuring excess satuïation charge stoïage

time constant is not particularly useful to the circuit designer, as it
involves neasurenent of four paraneters. The measured values of 'r* may

vary as much as 100%.

4.2 Large-Signal Methojl:

Ïf the transistor is driven into saturation, an electron cuïrent

IUt is drawn into base as'-a result of recombination of the active charge

Qg¡4 having a life time r. Another electron current r¡x is required

to support reconbination of the excess charge QX wit_h a Lift time rx.

Thus the net current of I- = I-,M * IBX would flow out of the base terminal.o1 rt

Now suppose the transistor is switched into saturation by the

application of a pulse at base terminal. At the termination of the pulse

the input voltage is changed to posítive for a pNp transistor: This

potential cannot supply the electron currents required by recombinati.on,

instead it offers a field which repels the excess holes from the base to the

enitter and collector causing a current ,"r to flow into the base terminal.

The above situation is shown in Fig. z.zb. The continuity equation is

hrritten [H. 1]

-r- =5 * Qu

'Bz - dt tl
where rB is the active region base tine constarit. writting Q* =

(4.7)

rT-x -BX
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and I-,, = I- - IBM, the storage time t, for the conditionÞÀ Ir1

IBX=o isgiven tu,. * tt,
! ='t Ln +rs - Lx !¡r (4. 8)

This is the expression for storage tirne often described in the

literature [M. a] [N.4] .

The test circuit for measuring storage tirne t" is shown in

Fig. 2.2a. The conditions at the input are such that the input source is

a constant current generator, i.e. the bas.e lead resistance RU.is ¡uc\ g4-g,pper

than the forward resistance of the enitter base junction diode. A negative

going pulse of sufficient amplitude switches on the transistor into

saturation. The input and output current pulse transients appear on

scope as shown in Fig. 2.2b. The a:nplitudes of turr tu, and.the tirne t,
are measured. Now the pulse amplitude is reduced to a value for which tr=g

and the 1 transistor is just bottomed. In this condition, Io^ = 0 and
D¿

IB, = IBM. The same procedure is repeated for different values of the

collector current. The excess storage time constant is

t
T = = 

S 
= -,-x rg. * ïB^

tn#
-BM + -82

and the sâturation charge

(4.e)

0 = r fI* - I--.)tx -* '-Bl -Blvf

= .* IBX . (4.10)

.The:, val,ue.S of .r* and Q* are in complete agreem,ent 
-

with theory. rn general, the values of T* are either low or high for
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sna1l values of base current IB, i.e. for s¡nal1 value of excess saturation
1

base current IgX b.ecause there is greater probability to make errors in

measuring smal1 quantities. When the currents ,rr. *O ,r, are of the same

order and I* is either snaller than Ir, or is of the sanne order, the sum

of Ig' and Io becomes very inportant. Any error nade in measuring Io,
LÐ2UI

is multipLied ln the numerator of the logarithnic term.

4,3 Beaufoy and Spaf_kes. Method:

This procedure is just an extension of that described in section

+.1. Fig. 4.2 shows conplete test sets for the measurenent of excess saturation

charge storage Qx. In the circuit diagrarn of Fig.4.Zafirst *r, is adjusted until,

duríng the on stroke, the transistor is just bottomed (V.S=O). When it

has been adjusted for sharpest resÞonse (or squar-üiave output) and for

any desired collector current,

Qoff = Q¡ = av c¡l (4. 1 1)

where AV is the amplitude o'f the'input..pulse, assgrning thatr'transistor.: roff I

current is zero and that the collector-to-emitter*volrtage VCE ir:negllgùble.

Next, if the load resistance value is restored to its original value

of R, and another resístanc" \, is cornected in parallel of hr, an extra

base current in excess of IU* is passed through \-. In fact, this base

current passed through \, *ttt be the saturation base current Ir¡, since \,
was previously set for just bottoned condition with load resistancu RL. Now

CU has the function of extracting the saturation charge stored in the base

region. Both *U, mU ar, r"" adjusted for sharpest output response; .-QX becomes

QX = OU at, (4.L2)
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(a)

Fíg. 4.2 - Test circuit for
Sparkes Method).

measuring QX and .* (Beaufoy and
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and

*t,

Thus the value of Qx and t*

and input voltage.

AVXCa,

-tr--

,u,

are directly read in terms of OUr, ,rr,

Qx=
rsxx

There is a variation of the above experimental procedure. In

the circuit shown in Fig. 4.2b the resistance R is first adjusted so that

the trarisistor just bottons (VCg=O) without the application of a pu1se. If

a traín of negative-going pulses of predetennined amplitude is applied at

the base terminal, an excess base current IU* would start to flow due to this input

and the transistor would then be driven into saturation. The next step is

to adjust the variable resistance and capacitance RU and Cg until the output

pulse assunes a square-shap. In each case the co¡nbination of RS and C, is

chosen which yields the sharpest response of the outpust pulse. Let RÄ and

CÄ be the values so obtained for RS and Ce respectively. Then

Rå CT

(4. r3)

(4.14)

(4. 1s)and Q* = rVCå

where 
^V 

is the anplitude of the input pulse. The pulse applied was a

negative pulse starting from zero. The above measurements are performed for

vari-ous values of collector current IC and graphs are drawn for Q* vs ISX.

The various values of input voltage AV for the same collector cument IC

give different values of Qx. t* nay also be extrapolated from the slope

of the Q* vs Ir* curves.
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The second nethod [8.4] [N.4] of this section is not so useful

because it is very difficult to adjust the exact VCB=Q condition. One can

measure VCB=O only at tþe physical base'and: cgllector terninals. .ltrhen VCB=O

": thg' outer terninals it nay be the case that collector junction is more

forward biased. Next both these nethods provide visual obseruation of the

measurements. The setting of CU for sharpest adjustment rnay depend on,

the observes. A pulse train is shown in Fig. 4.r. The values of cs

for pulse trains of Fig. 4 ¡ lb & 4..trc may differ by a factor of as much as

tvro to three.

4.4 Nanavatits Methodi

The test circuit is shown in Fig. 4.3a. First, R is adjusted

until it puts the transistor into saturation by a known anount [N.4]. A

train of positive going pulses is applied through a fixed value of coup.li.ng

capacitor C. The.amplitqde of the pulSeìigenêrator is v¿rigd and the output is

observed in order to deteï¡nine how large a pulse is required to take the

transistor just out of saturation. In this nethod advantage is taken ef the

non" linearity at the ëdge, of thç saturation region. Once the pulse amplitude

is greater than that required for just bringing the transistor out of
saturation, the sudden increase ín the output current pulse transient identifíes
the edge of saturation. This transient is observed at the instant. of positive -

going edge of the input pulse. The output current transient observed during

the experiment is shown in F:ig. A.sb. The extrapolation of the edge of
saturation can be done visually quite well, or it can be done graphically for a

greater accuracy. The results reported in this work are based on visual

extrapolation.

Let t* b" the current when transistor is in saturation and lglr4

the current which is just sufficient to put the transistor at the edge of

saturation. Then, saturation current is r's-rgir{. rf av is the purse height
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INPUT VOLTAGE PULSE

Fig. 4.3

+r.l
I* |U I I OUTPUT CURRENT TRANSIENT.

(b)

Nanavatils measuring circuit and

Input and output pulse transients.

(a)

(b)
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necessary to take the transistor just out of saturation, then AV is

a measure of the excess saturation charge Qx.

and

Q* = 
^VXC 

(4.L6)

-Q*r* = 
ç 

(4'L7)

A graph ÂQ* ut IBX is drawn. The slop of this characteristics is the

excess saturation charge time constant t*.
This is the nost useful and convenient method. There ¿¡s fewer

sources of'errors .
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AI{D DISCUSSION

The experimental results for saturation charge (Q*J and excess

storage tine constant ('r*), are shown in Fig. 5.1 to Fig. 5.5. These

data were taken with MMPS-6518 PNP-expitaxial graded-base transistor.

Sinilar results were obtained for other graded-base transistors. For example,

the normal and IEF ¡node perfornances of a NPN (2N3565) transistor are given

in Fig. 5.7 .

5.1 Saturâtion-Charge Storage:

It can be seen from Fig.t5.1 and Fig. 5.-2 that the

.saturationdrargevarieswithco11ectorcurrent.Itnaya1sobe9een

that Q., is independent of collector current at low Io.,,.. Therefore, at'Ã'Ot

r ttre onset of saturation the initial saturation charges and charge distribution

I a¡e ínvariant for dífferent inieciionilevels. If the transistor is driven

re ,"arr""aion charge (Q*) increases with the1 fur_ther into saturation, th

base drive, but it decreases with increasing injection level.

The curves of Fig. 5.2 show the saturation charge variation with

: oxcess base current. It is evident , that nor¡na1, inverted and emitter-

: follower modes store equal amount of charges for rnost of the operating

values of excess base current. Therefore, there is no advantage (over the

normal node) operating the transistor in either inverted or e¡nitter-follower

node, since current gain and speed are sacrificed. But the charge Q* stored

in the case the r5f the inverted-emitter follower (IEF) ¡node is much smaller

tha¡r that of the normal mode. There is about 60-70% reduction in saturation

charge and irnproved switching speed (discussed in sect. 5.3) make the IEF mode

superior to other operating modes.
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In the case of the inverted enitter-follower (IEF) mode, the values

of saturation charge are higher for low values of excess base current (IU*)

and decrease gradually with increasing IgX. These values of QX becone

fairly constant for high values of IU*. It is also evident from Fig. 5.2 that

the saturation charge QX rises exponentially for low values of Ir*. This

rnay be due to initial voltage adjustrnent across the depletion layer when the

transistor enters saturation.

The saturation charge storage is almost independent of load

resistance, exeept in the case of the enitter-follower node. where the operating

range is lirnited forarparticular value of load resistance. Hence, the emitter-

follower ¡node is not suitable for switching purposes. The curves of Figs.:5.1 to

5.4'fo1,low-the same' pattern for different values of load resistant. The

variations in saturation charge (Q*) witfr changing load resistance indicate

that the charge stored in the depletion regions during saturation is múch

smaller than the total saturation charge. In other words, base-width modulation

and depletion region variation do not affect the saturation charactereistics nuch.

This is in agreement with assurnption (V) of chapter III.

5.2 Excess Storage Time Const¿nt

It is evident fron Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 that the excess storage time

constant varies with the injection level and the base drive. These variations

of excess storage time constant (T"x) are fairly cornplicated. Considering the

effect of injection levels, three principal factors should be kept in nirid.

First, at lohr current levels, the change of depletion layer thickness as a

transistor enters saturation, necessitate the injection of extra base charge,

leading to higher values of tn. Second, the increase of current gain which

occurs as the cunent level increases (shown in TabLe 5.! will tend to lead

to values of 'r* which rise with increasing current level, and third, the
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decrease iri 'r, and 'r, (i.e. increasing in tF and cll) as a result of

high injection 1evel wilL cause a decrease in .*.

Typical cuïves of Fig. 5.3 a¡rd 5.4 ate in good agreement with

low-1eve1 and high-level injection effects. Both the large-signal and

charge-control nethods give identical values of Tx. The values oû t*

decrease wíth increasing collector current. These variations are small in

the case of the inverted emitter-follower mode, and .* is not so strongly

dependent on collector current. In Fig. 5.5, .* has nuch higher values and

increases with increasing injection leve1, i.e. increasing collector current.

Thus, the small-signal nethod gives val-ues of r* which are quite different

than those of other methods. " In Eqü. (4.3) if oF is very close to unity and

has sma1l variations with collector current (Tab.le 5.1), then the expression

for r reduces tox

,-- = -ol:r (s.r)-x l- oI

tr " Tr'
It is also clear fron Table. 5.1, that the inverted current

56

where

gain oI is a very non-linear parameter wïtich increases with increasing

injection level. Consequently, high values of T* are expected from the

srnal 1-signal rnethod.

The higher values of t* and disagreenent of t* vs IC

characteristics withthose by other nethod put the validity of small-signal

nethod in doubt. At present, it seens that the srnall-signal method of

neasuring t* is inadequate.

Further, the dif,fused structures which possess relatively large

collector regions with high resistivity and life-tines often exhibit minority-
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carrier charge storage in this region when'the transistor is driven into

saturation. This has the effect of producing very large values of ,*

measured either by large-signal or charge-control methods. The srnall-signal

method gives the t¡a1ues of .* corresponding to the charge stored in the base

. region ônly; and these values should be expected lower than those neasured

by other nethods. But this is just opposite ofwhat is observed. The smatl-

signal method exhibits larger values for Tx than the other nethods. These

' values of T* will again be increased after introducing the correctíon

factor for Qc. Ttrese facts again place doubt on the validity of the r

:

sna11-signal nethod.

The theory of the snall-signal nethod explaíns the behaviour of the

transistor in rrornal and inverted modes on1y. It does not say anything

I about the inverted enitter-foLlower mode. Even for normal and inverted rnodes,

the values of t* are the sane, as is evident frorn Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.1.

i But the other experinental nethods show dífferent values of ,* for each

mode. The active-region time constants (FiS. 5.6) are also different in

each case. Ihe values of these time constants vary fron tens of nanô-seconds

: to hundreds of nano-seconds, indicating that each rnode is different from

others. Therefore, it is evident that smaLl-signal transient behaviour
' characterization of transistor in current saturatíon is not conpletely

described by Mol1b [M.4] rwõ diode.model. :-

It nay be possible because active region parameters do not hold good

I in current saturation region [8.3]. Secondly, the behaviour of graded base

transistors is nore conplicated and denands inprovement in Smatl-signal theory.

trn conclusion, the srnall-signal nethod never gives satisfactory results.

Ihe variations of .* with excess base current (IgX) are shown

in Ftg. 5.4 and 5.5. Initially for low values of IBX, the values of T* are
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high. But they are approxinately equaL for different values of collector

currents. As the Ir* is further increasgd T* decreases first and then

becomes constant for moderate values of IgX. The values of T* are quite,low

in the lnverted e¡nitter-follower (IEF) node and fôl.low the same pattern

as in other modes. But the variations with TgX are more proninent in the case

of charge control nethod than those in Large-signal method.

Thus, the inverted enitter-follower mode gives least values of T 
*

and hence, relatively very snall saturation charge storage. This gives

im¡rroved switching speed and reduced saturation tine delay without any extra 
:

fabrication technique and cost.

5.5 Active Region Perfonnance:

The active region perfornance of inverted emitter-ftillower .

(IEF). ¡¡6ds -¿rs much superior to other operating modes foÎ the ,

identical operating conditions. It is clear from Table 5.2 that the IEF node :.

has minimun de.]áy tirne. thç nornAl mode has approxirnately: 2A'6A tines'and the

inverted mode 10 times more delay in their responses than the IEF iLode" Á4heréhe:r's:

is re¡narkable reduction in rise-tine too. if the transistor is operated in IEF

mode. Approxinately, 50% reduction in rise tine is evident (Tàble 5.3) fron ,.

thatinihe.norma1modear|d30%fr-onthatinthe.invertedmode.

Hence, the': inverted-enitter-follower (IEF) node gives a reduced turn-on t,l.

tirne (delay tine + rise time) delay. The turn-on switching speed of the IEF

node is as much higher as 300% to 400% than the norrnal node. It is about

150eo to 400eo greater than the jnverted mode. :

The active region turn-off tine delay includes fall-tine (tf) only and

it is clear fron the Table 5.4 that this is the largest in the case of the inverted

emitter-fotr1ower mode. Thus, the IEF mode has poor turn=off response.
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DeIay tine evaluation for MMPS-6518-PNP Transistor

Conditions RB = 6.8K, Rr= lKr tr=O RB = 6.8K, Rr= lK, ts = 100 ns

rc (mA) I 2 2

el ay
time
(ns)

IEF-node 4 4 4 4

tlormal-mode 240 190 80 80

Inverted-mode 40 40 40 40

lF-mode It is not usefì¡l: for switching action

TABLE

Rise tine evaluation
5.3

for MMPS-6518-PNP Trar¡sistor :

Conditions RB=6.8K, Rr= lK, tr=O RB= 6.8K, RL = lK, t, = I00 ns

IC (rnA)
1 ) t 2

K]-SE
Iime
(ns)

IEF-mode 240 200 60 70

\ormal-mode 680 640 100 L70

Inverted-mode 360 340 200 200

TABLE

Fal1-time evaluation
5.4

for MMPS-65 18-PNP Transistor

Conditions

IC (rnA)

\= 6"8K, R, = lKr tr=O Rr= 6.8Kr R, = lK, tr= 100 ns

Nornal-node

Ïnverted-mode
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TABLE 5.5

Total turn-on for MMPS-6518-PNP Transistor

Conditions Ru= 6 ' 8K' \.= lK' t =Q
S

RB=6.8, Rr=lK, t, = 100ns

iC (rnA) I 2 1 2

Total
Delay
(ns)

IEF-node
244 204 64 74

\ormal mode 920 830 180 250
Inverted mode 400 580 240 240



CFTAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

A new operating configuration (calIed inverted enitter-follower
mode) has been proposed which reduces the charge stored in the graded-base

transistors during the saturation regime. The experirnental data confirm

that the saturation charge Qx is reduced to one third of that in the

normal mode witho.ut sacrificing switching speed, loading capability, and

stability. Thus the IEF mode has saturation characteristics superior to
other operating nodes.

The saturation charge Qx and excess storage tirne constant Tx

rneasured by various experinental techniques have been compared. The

results of most methods are in good agreement with the only exception

of the sna1l-signal method. The theoretical and experimental limitations
of the small-signal method have been outlined.
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